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ABSTRACT

Background: Acute syndesmotic injuries were usually treated with trans-syndesmotic screw fixation. However, screw fixation is too strong compared with the physiologic ankle joint movement. In addition, it needs removal and leads to delayed rehabilitation. We propose the reconstruction of the anterior inferior tibiofibular ligament (AITFL) using suture anchors to substitute trans-syndesmotic screw fixation.

Materials and methods: We compared the results after trans-syndesmotic screw fixation and AITFL suture anchor fixation in syndesmotic injuries with or without ankle fracture. Consecutively, the trans-syndesmotic screw (group I) was conducted between June 2011 and June 2013, and since July 2013, suture anchor fixation was performed (group II). Reductions in quality, the American Orthopedic Foot and Ankle Society (AOFAS) score, and the Olerud–Molander ankle score (OMAS) were evaluated.

Results: The final AOFAS score and OMAS in both groups were not significantly different (p = 0.98, 0.67). Tibiofibular overlapping, tibiofibular space, and tibiofibular overlapping ratio to the tibial width in both groups had satisfactory reduction from the standards. Computed tomographic (CT) evaluation also confirmed that both groups had been anatomically reduced in standard. Anteroposterior axis reduction in CT was more accurate in group II. Nonclinically related complications were three broken screws in final follow-up in group I.

Conclusion: Both trans-syndesmotic screws and suture anchor fixation have satisfactory clinical outcomes. The suture anchor fixation for syndesmotic injury does not need removal and is less complicated compared with the trans-syndesmotic screw fixation.
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INTRODUCTION

Distal syndesmosis is known to be important for the function and stability of the ankle joint.1 Distal syndesmotic injuries often occur due to pronation–external rotation or pronation–eversion injury.2-4 If the acute unstable syndesmotic injury is not treated appropriately, chronic syndesmotic instability can develop, followed by osteoarthritis, which requires anatomical restoration.5,6 The trans-syndesmotic screw fixation is most widely used for distal syndesmotic injuries as an operative treatment. Trans-syndesmotic screw fixation provides firm fixation at syndesmosis; however, this method requires a removal process and can lead to screw failures along with high risk of inaccurate anatomical reduction.7,8 To overcome these drawbacks, a new fixation method involving the use of a suture button has been used. In previous studies, trans-syndesmotic suture-button fixation has been confirmed to have favorable results and stability, similar to the trans-syndesmotic screw fixation.8-10 Accordingly, the comparison study of several kinds of syndesmotic suture-button fixations has shown that suture-button fixation using conventional pathways shows vulnerability to the anterior and internal tractions, and to the external rotational force.3,11 The results of the biomechanical study have indicated that anatomical suture-button fixation from posterior cortex of fibular to anterolateral cortex of tibia provided dynamic stability and physiologic motion.

Recently, arthroscopic syndesmotic repair was introduced that used suture anchor from the anterior surface of fibular to distal surface of the distal tibia over the AITFL.12 This technique is a direct anatomical fixation for the anterior “open book” type syndesmotic injury. Another author has reported on the open AITFL reconstruction with the same concept using extensor digitorum longus of fourth toe for external rotation-type fracture with AITFL rupture.13 However, they have not conducted comparative studies.

The aim of the present study is to compare the clinical and radiological results of open anatomical reconstruction of AITFL using suture anchors with the conventional screw fixation method for syndesmotic injuries.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Subjects

The patients who enrolled between November 2011 and November 2014 to undergo operation due to AITFL injuries with or without fracture confirmed by ankle radiograph, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and intraoperative stress test were included in the study. Those who had a medical history of operation, structural deformation, or functional problems were excluded from this study. Institutional Review Board approval was obtained to conduct a retrospective design with prospective scoring. All patients gave their informed consent prior to the operation. Of the 64 screened patients, 26 patients who could not be followed up or who were finally followed up for clinical assessment were also excluded. Thirty-eight subjects were eventually selected. Between June 2011 and June 2013, trans-syndesmotic screw fixations were conducted (group I), and since July 2013, suture anchor fixations were performed (group II) consecutively. The mean age of the patients was 35.8 (15–70) years, and the mean follow-up period was 24.2 (12–44) months. Group I had 21 patients, and group II 25 (Table 1).

Diagnosis of the AITFL Injuries

If syndesmotic injury was suspected by squeeze test, external rotation test, and tenderness on AITFL and deltoid ligament, then ankle radiograph was checked. A diagnosis was made when two or three findings were observed—a 10 mm or less tibiofibular overlapping distance, a 5 mm or more tibiofibular space, and a 24% or less tibiofibular overlapping ratio to the tibial width. When the positive physical exam of syndesmotic injury was checked preoperatively, we checked ankle MRI scan including an AITFL oblique axial plan. If we found an evidence of syndesmotic injury in MRI, we explored the AITFL injury with an anterolateral deep dissection. Finally, we confirmed with external rotation stress tests conducted using a fluoroscopy in the operation room. The patients with positive stress test and complete rupture in AITFL were indicated for the syndesmotic fixation.

Operative Methods

The operation was performed by a surgeon. Patient was placed in semilateral position with bump under ipsilateral hip. A pneumatic tourniquet was applied at thigh level for free exam of syndesmotic stability. The operative approach was selected for longitudinal trans-fibular incision for combined fibular fracture and anterolateral incision over AITFL for isolated syndesmotic injury. We exposed the fracture site and anterolateral aspect of distal tibiofibular joint with extensor retinaculum and anterolateral ankle joint release. We should be careful about damage of superficial peroneal nerve. We confirmed ruptured AITFL with direct view. The fibular fracture was fixed with locking plate and screws, and the stability of syndesmosis using external rotation stress test with C-arm and direct vision was tested. When the stress test was positive, we started syndesmotic fixation.

Firstly, it is necessary to reduce the syndesmosis precisely. The fibular pressed with thumb to attach to incisura fibularis of tibia. The fronts of the tibia and fibular should be kept flat.

For trans-syndesmotic screw fixation, a 4.5 mm fully threaded cortical screw was inserted from lateral cortex of fibular directed anteromedially at 30° to the coronal plan and 2 cm proximal from the ankle joint, which was then removed 3 months postoperatively. Anatomical AITFL reconstruction was performed using suture anchors. The ruptured AITFL was not removed. Firstly, we inserted the 3.0 mm BioComposite SutureTak® (Arthrex, Florida, USA) into the fibular AITFL attachment site. Secondly, the retrieved No. 2 FiberWire suture was fixed at the tibial attachment site in the anatomical direction of AITFL using 3.5 mm BioComposite PushLock® (Arthrex, Florida, USA) (Figs 1 and 2). Postoperatively, the patients were immobilized about 4 weeks without weight bearing. After 4 weeks, ankle brace was applied and patients gradually returned to their previous activity with or without fracture.

Clinical Evaluation

The clinical results were determined using the AOFAS score and the OMAS at final follow-up.
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Radiologic Evaluations

Tibiofibular overlapping, tibiofibular space, and tibiofibular overlapping ratio to the tibial width in anteroposterior ankle radiograph were measured at pre- and postoperative period. Computed tomography (CT) scan was conducted for the 25 (group I: 16, group II: 13) patients who could undergo it 1 month postoperatively. Gardner et al's16 and Phistkul et al's17 methods were used for decision of their anatomical reduction in the CT scan. We measured for quality of syndesmotic reduction by the anterior and posterior distance between the fibular and tibial facets of the incisura at one-third and two-thirds position in the axial plane, which was placed 1 cm superior to the ankle joint. If the difference in distance between the anterior and posterior measurement was more than 2 mm, it was considered as nonanatomical reduction (Fig. 3).16 The lengths of the anteroposterior and mediolateral axes were measured 1 cm superior to the ankle joint in an axial view. The normal ranges were −3 to −1 mm and −4 to 0 mm respectively (Fig. 3).17

Statistical Analysis

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS 16.0 for windows, Chicago, Illinois, USA) was used for statistical analyses. No normal distribution was observed; Mann–Whitney U test was used to compare the final AOFAS, OMAS, and CT follow-up evaluation between groups I and II. Wilcoxon signed rank test was utilized to assess the preoperative and postoperative radiological evaluation. A post hoc power calculation was performed with G-power 3.0 (University Kiel, Germany). Statistical significance was accepted when p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Clinical Results

The final mean AOFAS of group I was 91.8 (82–100), group II was 91.5 (80–100), showing no significant difference between the groups (p = 0.98). The mean OMAS of group I was 88.7 (65–100), and that of group II was 87.1 (60–100), showing no statistically significant difference between the groups (p = 0.67) (Table 2).
Simple Radiologic Test Results after the Operation

In the simple radiologic images at the final follow-up, the mean tibiofibular overlapping distance in group I was 7.8 (5.15–12.59) mm, and that in group II was 7.7 (6.01–10.31) mm, confirming that both groups had reached the normal standard. The means tibiofibular space of group I was 3.3 (0.43–5.83) mm, and that of group II was 3.6 (2.45–4.67) mm, confirming that both groups had been within the reduction standard. The tibiofibular overlapping ratio to the tibial width of group I was 41.6 (0.11–0.53)%, and that of group II was 51.3 (0.28–0.69)%, confirming that both groups had satisfied the reduction standard (Table 3).

Computed tomography Scan Images 1 Month Postoperatively

The mean anteroposterior length measured using Gardner’s method in group I was −0.66 (−1.16 to −0.15) mm, and that in group II was −0.85 (−1.9 to −0.12) mm, confirming that both groups had been anatomically reduced (Table 4). The mean anteroposterior axis length measured using Phistkul’s method in group I was −0.88 (−2.07 to 0.41) mm and that in group II was −0.4 (−1.21 to 0) mm. There is a statistical difference between the two groups (p < 0.05). The mean mediolateral axis length of group I was 0.17 (−0.74 to 0.61) mm, and that of group II was −0.5 (−1.49 to 0.83) mm, confirming that both groups had been anatomically reduced (Table 5). We could not find the significant CT reduction measurement between both groups; however, post hoc power was relatively low.

DISCUSSION

Treatment methods for distal syndesmotic injury are still controversial. In the Kortekangas’s study, it was reported that both the operative group using the cannulated screw
and the non-operative group did not show significant differences in the midterm follow-up results. However, other many studies show that operative treatments had been needed because the unstable distal syndesmosis could have resulted in a persistent ankle pain or in degenerative changes.5,18-21

For ideal distal syndesmotic fixation, a tension that allows stable fixation during the ligament recovery and early joint mobilization should be maintained while not interfering with with the normal biomechanical movements.15

The conventional screw fixation method has the limitations of changing the normal biomechanical movements of the distal syndesmosis and of requiring removal.3,22 According to gait biomechanical studies, the syndesmosis allowed movement of 1 mm on the medial lateral axis and externally rotated 2 degrees with ankle dorsiflexion. According to Needleman et al,17 the 4.5 mm conventional screw fixation at the syndesmosis restricted the anteroposterior and external motion of the talus. Thus, the screw should be removed to prevent the screw breaking when bearing weight.3,4,17 Recently, a flexible fixation like suture button for syndesmotic injury has been used, and favorable results have been reported instead of rigid screw fixation.10,18 Soin et al22 reported that there was no significant difference between the suture-button and screw fixation groups. However, Forsythe et al11 reported that one suture-button fixation with a transverse plane could not maintain anatomical reduction. In particular, it was difficult to maintain the tension when the fibular had externally rotated force in sagittal plane. In the biomechanical study conducted by Teramoto et al,23 the conventional screw fixation was too strong, and the conventional single or double suture-button fixation method showed that it could maintain an anatomical reduction of syndesmosis with load bearing. However, suture-button fixation at the transverse plane could not stabilize the tibiofibular syndesmosis during external rotation force. They recommended the anatomical suture button fixation directed from the posterior cortex of the fibula to the anterolateral edge of the tibia to be most similar to the intact specimen. In this study, the anatomical reconstruction of the anteroinferior tibiofibular ligament was performed using suture anchors instead of suture-button material. When using Teramoto’s anatomical suture-button fixation technique,24 it is difficult to make the hole, and there is a peroneal tendon irritation problem. Our technique makes it easy to ensure the stability of the AITFL, which has more anatomical fixation via the upper surface of the AITFL.25

In a cadaver study by Seitz et al,26 the mean pullout strength in cannulated screw fixation was 82 lbs, and in suture-button fixation, 49 lbs in suture-button fixation, and in a study by Barber et al,2 the pullout strength was 44 lbs. Although the pullout strength did not reach that of the aforementioned two methods, the strength was good enough to endure the force applied to the distal syndesmosis during the normal joint movements. When external rotation and adduction were conducted in the operative room with ankle dorsiflexion, findings of indicated that stability was maintained. We needed temporary anatomical stability of the syndesmosis for the fibrotic healing of the AITFL and the syndesmosis.

Malreduction of the distal syndesmosis can occur in 0-16% of the cases using cannulated screw fixation.27

In this study, both screw fixation and suture anchor fixation were performed by an experienced clinician with direct vision, and we obtained accurate reduction. Less experienced physicians may have an increased risk of performing malreduction with screw fixation. Less experienced physicians may have an increased risk of performing malreduction with screw fixation. Cherney et al,8 reported the 1 mm excessive compression and 5-degree external rotation after indirect reduction with ball-point pelvic reduction forceps. We directly reduced the syndesmosis by free hand compression without compression forceps; this method avoided excessive compression of the syndesmosis. We do not need removal due to the bio-composite anchor. We allowed weight bearing at 4 weeks, and the results indicated less postoperative stiffness because we did not need to wait until removal of the screw. The broken screw tips remained inside of the patient’s tibia; it was not related to clinical outcomes.

The limitations of this study included that the follow-up period of the suture anchor patient group was comparatively short and that the sample sizes of the CT scans in both groups were too small to accurately determine the anatomical reductions. Retrospectively, the post-hoc power was also weak. Further studies with a longer follow-up period and a larger sample size may be necessary in the future.
CONCLUSION

When reductions were performed in syndesmotic injury patients through the fixation methods involving the use of the conventional cannulated screws and suture anchors, no significant difference was observed between the methods in terms of the clinical and plain radiologic results. But suture anchor method showed good results in CT follow-up. Through the simple suture anchor method, however, anatomical reduction was realized, and the normal anatomical biomechanical movements were recovered, without ankyloses and additional operation.28
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